**Identification**

Larger scales are linear-elliptical, while smaller scales are broadly rounded. The oval scale is slightly narrower and contains a flatter, straight raphe. The spines are diametrically nearly parallel and composed of distinct areolae. A small yiny-elliptical hyaline area is present on either side of the oval area.

**Autecology**

**Original Description**
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**Updates**

Mar 13, 2018 - Transfer to Pseudohafnia

The genus Pseudohafnia was established by Liu et al. (2013) to accommodate a small group of Hafnia species previously placed in Hafnia and Hafnia. At this time, the website reflected this change in Hafnia to Pseudohafnia.

Apr 23, 2018 - Transfer back to Felacia

Following Cymbel (2018), we decided to transfer Lucifera to Felacia. The genus Felacia was established by Liu et al. (2013) and facilitates the transfer of this group to Felacia.